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Compressing the data of a complex network is important for visualization. Based on the triangle-subgraph structure in complex networks, complex network filtering compression algorithm based on the triangle-subgraph is proposed. The algorithm starts from the edge, lists nodes of the edge and their common node sets to form a triangle-subgraph set, parses the triangle-subgraph set, and constructs new complex network to complete compression. Before calculating the set of triangle-subgraph, node importance ranking algorithm is proposed to extract high- and low-importance nodes and filter them to reduce computational scale of complex networks. Experimental results show that filtering compression algorithm can not only improve the compression rate but also retain information of the original network at the same time; sorting result analysis and SIR model analysis show that the sorting result of node importance sorting algorithm has accuracy and rationality.

1. Introduction

Some networks contain millions or even billions of nodes and edges bringing new challenges to understand and analyze complex networks. Without compression, points and edges presented will be very dense, and it is difficult for people to obtain useful information from the network.

Scholars began to pay attention to the compression field of complex networks [1] and designed many methods to compress complex networks. Gilbert [2] proposed an algorithm for node compression based on the node importance evaluation index, which achieves the purpose of compressing the network by deleting noncritical nodes and edges. The disadvantage is the use of keep-one and keep-all strategies to supplement important nodes and edges, which costs much time. Yan and Zhang[3] and others are inspired by centrality that can stress important nodes. Five compression schemes are proposed from five aspects: random centrality, degree centrality, relative node importance, PageRank, and intermediate centrality. The disadvantage is that node and edge are deleted and new network is not considered to supplement, resulting in the loss of network information. Zhang et al. [4] proposed a bound_tri algorithm based on the triangle structure. The algorithm starts from nodes and compresses the network by constructing triangle set. The disadvantage is that the need to access the adjacency matrix and adjacency list at same time leads to high-time complexity, and bound_tri algorithm takes degree as the selection criterion, which does not conform to the actual situation of the network.

The abovementioned algorithm mainly starts from node and uses ways of deleting and merging nodes to realize the compression of a complex network. Based on edge, the paper proposes complex network filtering and compression algorithm based on the triangle-subgraph. In order to shorten compression time and improve compression efficiency, before calculating the triangle-subgraph set, the paper proposes node influence as a global importance measure and proposes node importance sorting algorithm NRSA (Node Rank Select) based on LeaderRank algorithm [5] to extract high- and low-importance nodes and filter them to reduce size of complex networks that need to be calculated. The experimental results show that important node ranking results of NRSA algorithm are better than other sorting algorithms, and compression algorithm improves compression efficiency, and retains most of the information of the original network.
2. NRSA Algorithm

In LeaderRank algorithm, the probability of jumping to an adjacent node is calculated by the degree of each node. The way of calculation only considers partial importance of the node, ignoring global importance in the entire network.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that node 4 has more neighboring nodes than node 7, and the LR value assigned to node 4 with each of the iterations by LeaderRank algorithm is more than node 7. Therefore, the result of the LeaderRank algorithm is that node 4 is more important than node 7. However, from the structure of the network, node 7 acts as an intermediate node connecting three different node groups, which should be the most important in the entire network structure. In order to comprehensively consider partial importance and global importance of nodes, adjacent-degree is used to construct influence of nodes as the global importance.

**Definition 1.** Adjacent-degree: \( v_i \) is the node in the network \( G \); adjacent-degree is the sum of the degrees of all adjacent nodes, recorded as \( \text{AdjDe} \).

\[
\text{AdjDe}(v_i) = \sum \text{De}(v_j).
\] (1)

**Definition 2.** Node influence: the node influence of \( v_i \) is the sum of the adjacent-degree of \( v_i \) and degree of \( v_i \). It is recorded as \( \text{Node_In}(v_i) \).

\[
\text{Node_In}(v_i) = \text{AdjDe}(v_i) + \text{De}(v_i).
\] (2)

**Definition 3.** Node rank: the formula for calculating the NR of node \( v_i \) is as follows:

\[
\text{NR}_v = \text{LR} \sum_{j \neq a} \frac{\text{Node_In}(v_i)}{\text{Node_In}(v_j)} \text{LR}_j.
\] (3)

Equation 3 shows (1) \( a \) is the adjacent node connected to node \( v_i \). The more the number of adjacent nodes, the higher the NR value of node \( v_i \), which satisfies intuitive judgment. (2) The greater the node influence of node \( v_j \), the more the LR value of \( v_j \) obtained by \( v_i \) is more important in the network structure.

The steps of NRSA algorithm are as follows:

1. The LR value of the complex network’s node is calculated using LeaderRank algorithm
2. The adjacent-degree of node \( v_i \) is calculated using equations (1) and (2), and the node influence \( \text{Node_Ef}(v_i) \) is obtained
3. Using equation (3), the LR, value and \( \text{Node_Ef}(v_i) \) are calculated to obtain \( \text{NR}_v \), and the result is mapped to the [0, 1] interval using deviation standardization

3. Complex Network Filtering and Compression Algorithm Based on Triangle-Subgraph

3.1. Triangle-Subgraph. Triangle-subgraph [6] is a special 3-connected subgraph in a graph data-connected subgraph. In a complex network \( G = (V, E) \), \( T_{\Delta} = (v_\Delta, e_\Delta) \) can represent a triangle-subgraph with three nodes and three edges:

\[
T_{\Delta} = (v_\Delta, e_\Delta) = T_{\Delta} < a, b, c \geq \{v_\Delta = \{a, b, c\} \subset v, e_\Delta = \{(a, b), (a, c), (b, c) \subset e\} \}.
\] (4)

For G with \( e \) edges, time required to calculate the triangle-subgraph is \( o(e^{1/2}) \) [7], indicating that the triangle-subgraph can be calculated within certain time.

3.2. List Triangle-Subgraph. The traditional method of listing a triangle-subgraph is node compression algorithm [8]. The algorithm proposed in paper is an edge compression algorithm. First, an edge is randomly selected from the complex network, and then the adjacency list of two nodes connected to the edge is searched to check whether they have a common adjacent node, and finally they are combined with a common adjacent node to form a triangle-subgraph set. For example, the selected edge is \( (a, b) \), and the adjacency list of nodes connected to the edge is Adj \((a) = \{w, h, m, n\} \) and Adj \((b) = \{w, h, m, n, l, d\} \). The common adjacent nodes of nodes a and b are Adj \((a) \cap \text{Adj} (b) = \{w, h, m, n\} \). The set of all triangle-subgraphs for edges \( (a, b) \) is \( < a, w, b>, < a, h, b>, < a, m, b>, < a, n, b> \).

3.3. Triangle-Subgraph Compression Algorithm with Filtering Property. From the complex network real dataset Polblogs and Youtube’s node importance value statistics chart, Figure 2 shows that two graphs have an important feature, that is, the value distribution of node importance in complex network is very uneven. Moreover, there are very few common adjacent nodes that can be contained between high-importance and low-importance nodes. But, looking for a triangle-subgraph between high-importance and low-importance nodes consumes much computing resources. Therefore, before calculating the triangle-subgraph, the method of filtering out high- and low-importance nodes is used to reduce the data size in the complex network.

We propose and define the triangle-subgraph compression algorithm with filtering properties as the NIIET (node importance in edge triangle) algorithm. NIIET
algorithm only needs to access the adjacency list of the complex network when compressing complex networks. The adjacency list contains the directionality of edge, so it can be applied to compression of a directed graph and undirected graph.

Figure 3 is a simple undirected network diagram containing 16 edges and 8 nodes. The results obtained by the edge compression algorithm are shown in Table 1. It can get a triangle-subgraph set with 42 triangles, which will result in 27 edge redundancy. If storing edge of triangle-subgraph requires 2 units, then 54 units of redundancy will store. Therefore, by filtering out high- and low-importance nodes, redundancy of the triangle subgraph set and compression efficiency are reduced.

First, the importance of the nodes calculated by the NRSA algorithm is shown in Table 2. Next, set the low importance node standard low_percent = 15% and the high importance node standard high_percent = 85%. The low importance node is node 7, and the high importance node is node 4. Finally, when listing a triangle-subgraph, the information containing node 7 and node 4 is filtered from the adjacency list of other nodes. The network after filtering the high- and low-importance nodes is shown in Figure 4. The calculation results are shown in Table 3. The results show that a complex network with a high compression rate can be obtained by filtering the low- and high-importance nodes.

3.4. The Steps of NIIET Algorithm

Input: Complex network $G(V, E)$, Adjacency list AdjG.
Output: Complex network $G'(V', E')$, triangle-subgraph set triangle_list.
(1) Input complex network $G(V, E)$, and calculate value of node by using NRSA algorithm;
(2) Set percentage of low_percent and high_percent;
(3) According to percentage, the low importance node set low_nodelist and the high importance node set high_nodelist are obtained;
(4) Traversing the edge $E$. If node $v_i$ and $v_j$ at both ends of the edge are located in low_nodelist or high_nodelist, the information of two nodes is filtered out from the adjacency list of $v_i$ and $v_j$ connected nodes;
(5) Traversing edge $E$. If AdjG($v_i$) and AdjG($v_j$) intersect, triangle-subgraph set triangle_list consists of nodes $v_i$ and $v_j$ and their common node set;
(6) Parse the triangle-subgraph set triangle_list, construct new complex network $G'(V', E')$;
(7) Output $G'(V', E')$, triangle-subgraph set triangle_list.

4. Experimental Analysis

The paper analyses the node importance experiment and the compression experiment, respectively, and selects Zachary
4.1. Node Importance Analysis. To further prove the rationality of the NRSA algorithm, the SIR model [14] is used to propagate the node importance ranking results of PageRank, LeaderRank, and NRSA algorithms in the neural network. The change of lin was mainly observed as the ratio of the number of nodes in the I(infected) state in the SIR model to the total number of nodes in the network. Top 10% nodes and top 20% of NRSA algorithm, LeaderRank, and PageRank algorithm are selected as infected nodes for propagation. The results of infection experiments of the neural network are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figures 5(a)–5(b), the highest value of lin of NRSA algorithm exceeds the LeaderRank algorithm, and both are close to 0.8. It is indicated that the node selected by the NRSA algorithm propagates in the same time step to higher depth than LeaderRank. From the time step mentioned above, the lin value of the two algorithms does not differ much between the 5 and 40 time steps. However, it can be seen from the 5–10 period that the slope of the NRSA algorithm is higher than that of the latter, indicating that the node selected by the NRSA algorithm has faster propagation speed than the LeaderRank algorithm. In general, the nodes selected by the NRSA algorithm are more reasonable than those selected by LeaderRank. Similarly, from the comparison of NRSA and PageRank algorithms in Figures 5(c)–5(d), the NRSA algorithm is better than the PageRank algorithm.

4.2. Compression Experiment Analysis. The compression experiment analysis is mainly carried out from the two parts of node selection and compression. Since NIET algorithm uses filtering to reduce the computational scale, the selection of nodes with low and high importance will affect compression results of complex networks. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse the influence of high- and low-importance node selection criteria on compression results. At the same time, NIET algorithm and bound_tri [4], edge_iterator_hash [15], and node_iterator [8] are used to analyse compression efficiency from the aspects of compression rate [16], compression time, and rate of information retention [17].

4.2.1. Analysis of Influence of Node Selection Criteria on Compression Results

(1) Low-Importance Node Selection Criteria Impact. Equation (5) is used in experiment to represent the node compression ratio. The specific formula is as follows:

$$\text{Rate,}V = 1 - \frac{|v'|}{|v|}.$$  (5)

In the abovementioned formula, $|v|$ and $|v'|$ indicate the number of nodes before and after compression.

In this experiment, the range of low importance node selection criterion is set to low_percent = [10%, 30%], and the relationship between the point compression ratio and low-importance node selection criterion is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the influence of the criterion on...
the point set compression rate is very small because the node of the low importance node’s connection relationship with other nodes is small and cannot participate in the calculation of the triangle-subgraph. Therefore, the influence of low-importance node selection criteria on the compression ratio of complex networks can be neglected.

(2) High-Importance Node Selection Criteria Impact. As shown in Figure 7(b), the number of triangle-subgraph calculated by a complex network is also increased. However, the more the nodes and edges that need to be calculated for too many triangle-subgraphs, the longer the compression time will be. We will consider setting the filtering criterion to improve the compression efficiency and time of complex networks. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show that the range of filter criteria is not very large when the range of the filter criteria is [75%, 85%]. At the same time, the range corresponding to Figure 7(a) is [1, 2], the compression ratios in the range are not much different, and the compression ratio is relatively stable, so that the balanced set of triangle-subgraph can be obtained.

4.2.2. Compression Efficiency Comparison Result Analysis. For the quantitative estimation of the compressed complex network, the paper uses the retention rate of the network information as the evaluation standard. At the same time, the high-importance node selection criterion of the experiment is set to high_percent = 85% and low-importance node selection criterion is low_percent = 10%. The compression effect comparison chart is shown in Figure 8.
By observing Figure 8(a), from the perspective of compression ratio, as the two compression algorithms node_iterator and edge_iterator_hash require all nodes and edges in a complex network to participate in the calculation of the triangle-subgraph, compared with the first two compression algorithms, they can obtain more triangle-subgraphs, but the compression ratio is the lowest. At the same time, NIIET algorithm is superior to the bound_tri algorithm in the compression ratio. Since bound_tri algorithm needs to access adjacency matrix of the complex network before compression to determine the edge relationship between nodes and then access and modify the adjacency list, the compression method greatly increases time complexity. Moreover, the adjacency matrix repeatedly confirms the two connected nodes, resulting in a repeated triangle-subgraph in the calculated triangle-subgraph set, which reduces the compression ratio of bound_tri algorithm. Finally, it can be seen from Figure 8(b) that NIIET algorithm filters high- and low-importance nodes to reduce compression time and increases the compression rate, but the compressed network can still maintain 50%–70% of the network information. The quantity indicates that NIIET algorithm maintains a good effect on the amount of network information, and the compression result is reasonable and credible.
5. Conclusion

The paper proposes NIIET algorithm, which uses edges as iteration objects to compress complex networks by listing the triangle-subgraph. Before calculating the triangle-subgraph set, the paper proposes NRSA algorithm to calculate high- and low-importance nodes. The size of the adjacency list is reduced by filtering high-importance and low-importance nodes. The experimental results show that NRSA algorithm is reasonable. NIIET algorithm outperforms other algorithms in terms of compression rate, and the compressed network can still maintain a high amount of information, which is enough to show that compressed network retains most of structure of complex network.

In next stage of work, the paper will proceed from two aspects: (1) from the perspective of the location of the node, the influence of the node on the network function [18] to explore a new ordering method of node importance. (2) Based on the triangle-subgraph structure and other properties of complex networks, new complex network compression algorithm will be proposed.
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